COMPOST SERVICE FOR URBANITES, WITH SOIL IN RETURN
PROPERTY & CONSTRUCTION
Composting may be the right thing to do for the environment, but it can be hard to get around
the smell and the mess—particularly for urbanites without expansive yards. Much like the Daily Dump
in India—which, by the way, looks to be thriving since our 2007 coverage—Compost Cab is a new
service about to launch in Washington, DC, that can be called upon to handle all the dirty details. DCarea consumers begin by signing up online. Once it launches, Compost Cab will then provide them
with a standardized bin equipped with a sturdy, compostable bag liner. Each day clients will ﬁll the bin
with their organic material, and once a week—on a reliable, fuel-eﬃcient schedule—Compost Cab
will pick up the bag, leaving behind only a clean bin with a new liner. The cost is simply USD 8 per
week per bin; no long-term commitments are required. Compost Cab’s primary composting partner
is Engaged Community Oﬀ shoots (ECO), a seed-stage urban farm in College Park, Md., that uses
ﬁnished compost to grow natural, nutritious food for local kids. At least as interesting is that clients
who have been with Compost Cab for nine months or longer can claim some ﬁnished soil in return.
Speciﬁcally, for every 50 pounds of organics the company collects from them, they can receive ﬁve
pounds of fresh compost and one pound of worm castings in exchange. Those who choose not to
claim their share, meanwhile, can ask Compost Cab to donate it on their behalf to ECO. Compost
Cab is a production of Agricity LLC, a Washington, DC-based company focused on sustainability. The
average American family produces more than 500 pounds of leftover organic material every year;
composting not only keeps that waste out of methane-generating landﬁlls, it also produces nutrientrich, fertile, natural soil. Looks like another win-win-win—for eco-minded consumers, the
environment, and companies like Compost Cab that make it all happen. Time to make some of that
eco-bounty your own…? (Related: Indoor composting made easy — Garbage into gold, via worm
poop.) Spotted by: Candice J.
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